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Annotation 
 

The subject of the Diploma thesis is marketing research of relationships of company IN 

CAR centrum s.r.o. with its wholesalers. On the basis of theory concerning the topic 

and analysis of current situation of the company is proposed strategy, which improves 

level of provided services and enhances quality of cooperation with partners. The aim of 

the Diploma thesis is to propose the marketing strategy for wholesale activities, which 

will improve current situation and strengthen position of the company. 

 

Anotace 
 

Předmětem diplomové práce je průzkum vztahů společnosti IN CAR centrum s.r.o. s 

jejími velkoobchodními odběrateli. Na základě shromážděných teoretických východisek 

a analýzy současného stavu společnosti je navržena strategie vedoucí ke zlepšení úrovně 

poskytovaných služeb a zkvalitnění spolupráce s partnery. Cílem diplomové práce je 

navrhnout marketingovou strategii pro velkoobchodní činnost, která povede ke zlepšení 

současné situace a celkovému ozdravení společnosti. 
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Introduction 

We have been witnesses of worldwide economic crisis since year 2008. After 2 years of 

depression some optimists believe that fall of economy is overcome and now again 

economic boost is beginning. However, the perspectives are probably not so hopeful 

and most of companies will continue to feel the presence of economic crisis for a long 

time. Small enterprises are not exception and had to accept various economic remedies 

in order to sustain their market position.  

 

More than ever before is necessary to audit all company´s activities and decide where 

decrease the costs. Unfortunately marketing is very often one of the first activities 

which is cut off.  Of course that some savings are inevitable, but we have to keep in 

mind that marketing does our products and services saleable. Therefore marketing must 

be supported also in hard times, just probably the cheaper possibilities should be 

preferred.  

 

Modern marketing consider satisfied customer as a key success factor. This is the 

reason why customer relationship management has received much more attention 

nowadays. It has been testified, that maintaining the relationship with current customer 

is much less costly than gaining the new one. Also from this reason is large part of this 

diploma thesis dedicated to examining of relationship with existing customers. More 

specifically, the relationship with wholesalers has been examined by the marketing 

research and the output was used as a basis for creation of new marketing strategy for a 

company.  

 

The new marketing strategy is proposed to company IN CAR centrum s.r.o., in which 

the author worked as a trainee during the master studies and the company´s background 

and situation is familiar to her. The first part of the diploma thesis is dedicated to 

theoretical knowledge which is a starting point for processing the information in the 

second empirical part. The second part focuses on analysis of internal and external 

environment of the company and survey among wholesalers. The gathered information 

is used for evaluation and consequential recommendation for improving the situation of 
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the company. The analysis of wholesaling activities of the company is current topic 

primarily for management of the company. The author reckons that the new proposed 

marketing strategy will help to improve activities in wholesale and will ensure and 

strengthen the position of the company on the car audio market.  
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1 Definition of problem and aim of the thesis 

The long-lasting tradition of the company is favourable for good awareness among 

customers, however might also lead to some level of inflexibility and also blindness to 

changing circumstances on the market. Especially nowadays have conditions on the 

market changed significantly due to economic slump. Therefore for further company´s 

existence is inevitable to constantly analyze and evaluate the situation within and also 

across the company and modify the activities according to market needs. One way of 

gathering the information about situation on the market and present customers is 

marketing research.  

 
The main subject of the Diploma thesis is analysis of relationship with wholesalers of 

company IN CAR centrum s.r.o. The research methodology used for such analysis was 

survey, more specifically, the information were collected by questionnaire. The aim of 

the thesis was to process the gathered information and propose a marketing strategy for 

wholesale activities of the company, which will improve the level of communication 

and cooperation with wholesalers. By ensuring relationship quality with wholesalers 

should be eliminated possible losses of existing customers and strengthened the 

company´s position among competitors.  

1. 1 Brief description of the company 

Basic facts about the company 

The company IN CAR centrum, s.r.o. (hereafter only IN CAR) was founded in year 

1997 under name Autoradia, s.r.o. Later on, in year 2002, it was renamed IN CAR 

centrum, s.r.o. Before the company existed only as natural person under name Vladislav 

Šrámek Autorádia. So the business in field of electronics has begun much sooner, in 

year 1992. 

 

Name of the company: IN CAR centrum s. r. o. 

Residence of the company: Rybnická 107, BRNO, 634 00 

Legal status:   limited company 
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Executive:   Vladislav Šrámek (100 % share) 

Web pages:   www.autoradia.cz  www.incar.cz   

    www.fli.cz   www.fliaudio.cz 

    www.vibeaudio.cz 

 

The subject of the business 

The main subject of business is trading with car audio products and other accessories 

for cars. The company is involved in retailing, installing and wholesaling of car audio 

brands SONY, Pioneer, LG, Blaupunkt and Kenwood. Furthermore company does 

security systems for cars and tuning. 

 

In year 2003 IN CAR signed a contract for importing British car audio products of 

company MIDBASS to the Czech Republic. By this it has obtained an exclusive 

representation of MIDBASS products VIBE, FLI and EDGE on the Czech market. The 

main products of these brands are speakers and subwoofers. Each brand uses different 

price strategy in order to cover wider portfolio of customers. Brand VIBE focuses on 

premium products with high quality of sound and the price is more expensive. On the 

other hand, brands FLI and EDGE offer products for reasonable price, but still with 

high level of quality. They are aimed on young customers and differ mainly in design. 

The exclusive representation of MIDBASS products has brought to IN CAR company 

competitive advantage on the Czech market. It actually reinforced the position among 

its rivals and extended range of offered products.  

 

Around 70% of total sales represent car audio products such as medial players, speakers 

and subwoofers. The rest 30% is accessories for these products. Concerning the brands, 

the biggest sales are in SONY products (43% of total sales), then follows products of 

company MIDBASS (18% represented by VIBE, FLI and EDGE) and Pioneer (10%). 

The sales of MIDBASS products are 9% FLI brand, 7% VIBE brand and 2% EDGE 

brand (figures are from year 2009). EDGE is very young brand, it has been launched in 

the middle of year 2009 and therefore the sales in this brand are not so high so far. It is 

anticipated, that the sales of EDGE products will be growing in the future, because this 
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brand is attractive for young consumers, who are looking for nice designed products 

with good sound for relatively low price. 

 

Concerning the organisational structure, there are two departments in the company – 

sales and assembling department. In the sales department are 2 managers, one who have 

responsibility over retailing and other who cares about purchase buyers (wholesaling). 

In assembling department is one employee who installs purchased audio products to 

customer´s car.  The executive director is responsible for the whole activities of the 

company and determines the strategy of the company. The assistant of the executive 

director does administrative support such as invoice processing and accounting. All 

employees closely cooperate with each other when some issue needs to be solved.  

 

Organizational structure  
Picture1 Organizational structure of the company 
 

 
Source: IN CAR centrum, s.r.o. 
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2 Theoretical part of the thesis 

2.1 Marketing 

2.1.1 Definition of Marketing  

The evolution of Marketing has brought various definitions of what exactly is this 

discipline about. Most of the authors described Marketing as a process of exchange. 

One of the biggest authority in modern Marketing, Philip Kotler, defines Marketing as: 

“social and managerial process, by which individuals and groups satisfy their needs and 

wishes in process of production and product and value exchange”. (Kotler, 2007, p.36)  

 

Another definition suggested by the American Marketing Association is: “Marketing is 

the process of planning and executing the conception, pricing, planning and distribution 

of ideas, goods and services to create exchanges that satisfy individual and 

organizational objectives”. (cited in Hooley, 2008, p. 7).  

 

The definition of Marketing can be also perceived as more customer oriented concept. 

One example of such definition is provided by the CIM1: “Marketing is the management 

process that identifies, anticipates and satisfies customer requirements profitably“. In 

general, Marketing is a process, whose aim is to satisfy our customers in such way, that 

it is still profitable also for a company, so the win-win situation is achieved.  

 

2.1.2 Phases of Marketing 

There are three basic concepts of Marketing nowadays. The first is Historical 

Marketing. Companies using this concept are not producing what market demands, but 

are producing what they can produce. The price of such product is then determined not 

by market price, but by price calculated on costs. These firms cannot be considered as a 

truly marketing oriented and thanks to this old-style are threatened by bankruptcy all the 

time. (Chlebovský, 2005) 
                                                 
1 The Chartered Institue of marketing. www.cim.co.uk 
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The second concept, Classical Marketing, is purely market oriented. It consists of 

Marketing Mix 4P (Product, Price, Place and Promotion). Lot of companies use this 

model nowadays. However, the development of communication and information 

technologies led to release of market barriers. As a consequence, most of the products 

are global and the local dealers cannot choose the place. Marketing Mix is then 

determined only by price and promotion. (Chlebovský, 2005) 

 

The significant help to overcome such limitations of Marketing Mix is Customer 

Relationship Management (CRM). The aim of CRM is to provide information about 

current customer needs and requirements. Such customer oriented approach is 

represented by the third Marketing concept – Modern Marketing. (Chlebovský, 2005)  

 

The individual components of Marketing Mix in Modern Marketing concept have 

changed from 4P to following 4C: Customer needs and wants, Cost to the customer, 

Convenience and Communication (Kotler, 2007). Such focus on relationship with 

customers is inevitable for every successful company nowadays. Therefore to this 

problematic will be dedicated most of this thesis, in theoretical and also empirical part.   

2.2 Customer Relationship Management  

2.2.1 The importance of Customer Relationship Management 

As previously mentioned there is a great emphasis on customer relationships nowadays 

and many companies have shifted their focus from product oriented strategy to 

customer oriented strategy. Such concept is nowadays known as Customer Relationship 

Management (CRM). CRM can be defined as “a philosophy and a business strategy, 

supported by a system and a technology, designed to improve human interactions in a 

business environment”. (Greenberg, 2004, p.64)  

 

Another definition made by Xu et al. (2002) is that CRM is a tool for integrating sales, 

customer service, marketing and other functions which concern customers. Its aim is to 

allocate the resources across all areas that affect customers, for example 

communication, customer service, billing, product/service development, pricing 
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strategies, etc. and by this maximize the customer value. From the above definitions can 

be CRM perceived as a process, whose aim is to integrate all areas concerning 

customer. Such integration provides greater value to the customer, which increases his 

or her satisfaction and helps to build loyalty. 

 

The traditional organization perceives customer as a ground of a pyramid of its business 

hierarchical model. The modern customer-oriented companies put the pyramid 

conversely, the customer is on the top. Then follow front-line people, who get in contact 

with customer all the time and therefore primarily satisfy customer needs and 

requirements. Front-line people are supported by middle management, which is 

supported by top-management. However, customer is put along the pyramid as well, 

because managers at all levels must be involved in knowing, meeting and serving 

customers. (Kotler, 2006).  

 
Picture 2 Traditional versus Modern Organization Chart 

 
            a) Traditional Organization            b) Modern Customer-oriented Organization 
Source: Own according to Kotler (2006, p. 140) 

 

2.2.2 Building Customer Value, Satisfaction and Loyalty 

Due to the development of information and communication technologies nowadays, are 

customers much easier informed about the situation on a market. They can easily 

compare individual offers and decide for a product or service, which brings the biggest 

value for him. Customer value has been defined by Kotler as: “the difference between 

CUSTOMERS 

Front-line people

Middle mgmt 

Top 

mngt 

CUSTOMERS 

Front-line people 

Middle mgmt 

Top 

mngmt 

C C 
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the prospective customer´s evaluation of all the benefits and all the costs of an offering 

and the perceived alternatives”. (Kotler, 2006, p.141) 

 

However, it is subjectively perceived construct, because different customer perceive 

different values within the same product (Wolfgang and Eggert, 2006). Therefore there 

is not only one way of how to provide value to all customers.   

 

Customer value is an antecedent to commitment, satisfaction and trust in business 

relationship (Wolfgang and Eggert, 2006). Satisfaction of a customer is a result of a 

comparison between perceived performance and expectations (according to one or more 

standards). Customer is satisfied when feels that product is equal to what he expected. If 

a product exceeds customer expectations, he is very satisfied, if it is below expectations, 

customers will be dissatisfied (Wolfgang and Eggert, 2006). There are number of 

methods of how to measure customer satisfaction. One of these can be a survey. 

 

Measure of satisfaction of a customer is important for improvement in operational 

activities of a company. It could help to decide which way to go in order to increase 

company´s performance. One method which is used for measuring of customer 

satisfaction is Model of Importance – Satisfaction.  This model shows us not just how 

satisfied is customer with some individual service, but also how important is this service 

for him as well. The most dangerous area is when some particular service is assessed as 

very important for a customer and he is not satisfied with it. This area has to be solved 

at first (Fontenot, Henk and Carson, 2005). 

 

Customer satisfaction is a strong predictor for loyalty (Wolfgang and Eggert, 2006). 

The loyal customer is very important for viability of every company. When we are able 

to deliver high customer value and satisfy customer expectations, we are starting to 

generate high customer loyalty. The value consists of cluster of benefits which the 

company has promised to the customer (Kotler, 2006). From bringing value to the 

customer to satisfy him, is loyalty the biggest achievement, because it ensures, that 

customer will not shift from one provider to another so easily. Even though better 
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conditions of a business could be provided, he would remain in current relationship, 

because of loyalty.  

2.3 Business-to-business Customer Relationship 

2.3.1 The definition of Business market and Wholesaling 

In the Business-to-Business market (B2B) are products and services marketed and sold 

much the same as in consumer market. However, the characteristics of business market 

differ from those on consumer market. Primarily, the final consumer is not presented on 

B2B market. All business activities are done among companies on the purpose of 

further selling. One definition made by Kotler is: “The business market consists of all 

the organizations that acquire goods and services used in the production of other 

products or service that are sold, rented or supplied to others.” (Kotler, 2006, p. 210) 

 

There are several characteristics of business markets, which contrast sharply with those 

on consumer markets: 

• fewer and larger buyers, 

• close-supplier customer relationship – thanks to the smaller number of customers and 

the importance of large customers, suppliers are often expected to customize their 

offerings to individual business needs of a partner, 

• professional purchasing – goods are often purchased by trained purchasing agents, 

who have to follow their organization´s purchasing policies and requirements, 

• several buying influences – many people typically influence the business buying 

decision, 

• derived demand – the demand for business goods is derived from the demand for 

consumer goods. Therefore it is necessary to monitor the buying patterns of final 

consumers, 

• inelastic demand – the total demand for business goods and services is inelastic, 

because is not much affected by price changes (especially in short run), 
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• fluctuating demand – the demand tends to be more volatile. A given percentage 

increase in consumer demand will probably cause much bigger percentage increase 

in the business demand. 

(Kotler, 2006, p. 211) 

 

Trading on B2B markets is much less anonymous than on consumer markets. Company 

usually has much more detailed information about its B2B customers, such as name, 

subject of the business, size, number of employees, annual sales revenue, etc. The 

relationship is usually long-term and stable, based on previous good experiences. From 

this point of view it seems very convenient to be present on B2B market, because the 

sales are in large volumes and the business partner is known. However, thanks to these 

attributes are consequences of loss of the partner on B2B market much more serious 

than on consumer market – such failure might represent significant decrease in sales 

revenue and damaged reputation. Therefore the B2B Customer Relationship 

Management is very important part of the whole CRM strategy of a company. 

 

Wholesaling is activity performed on B2B markets. Wholesalers (also known as 

distributors) sell goods or services to those who buy them for resale or business use. It 

excludes manufactures and farmers (they are primarily engaged in production) and 

retailers (Kotler, 2006). Wholesalers provides distribution channel which ensures that 

goods or service will get from producer to final consumer.   

 
Picture 3 Example of a distribution channel 

 
According to Kotler (2006) are wholesalers in distribution channel used when they are 

more efficient in performing one or more of the following functions: 

• Selling and promoting, 

• Buying and assortment building – wholesalers offer wide assortments that is 

attractive to customers and satisfy customers needs, 

• Bulk purchasing – wholesalers achieve savings thanks to buying in large quantities, 

Producer Wholesale Retail Consumer 
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• Warehousing, 

• Transportation – wholesalers provide faster delivery to buyers because they are 

closer to them, 

• Financing – wholesalers provide credit to customers, 

• Risk-bearing – they absorb some risk by bearing the cost of theft, damage and 

obsolescence, 

• Market information – wholesalers have access to actual information on the market, 

• Management services and counselling – they help retailers by providing training, 

technical service, helping with store layouts and displays. 

 

Thanks to the above mentioned activities performed by wholesalers is this industry still 

vulnerable in the whole supply chain process nowadays. Its role in the whole 

distribution channel cannot be substituted easily.   

 

2.3.2 Managing Business-to-Business Customer Relationship 

Maintaining and strengthening relationship with existing customers is very often 

ignored by companies. They usually rather invest large sums of money in order to 

attract new customers. However, for most companies are existing customers the best 

opportunity for further growth (Douglas, 2010).  “Partner Relationship Management 

with existing customers, is now becoming a core business need and one of the most 

important facets of a Customer Relationship Management strategy.” (Greenberg, 2004, 

p. 131).  

 

Furthermore the most important for company are key existing customers. The building 

of relationship with key customers is considered as the most significant milestone in the 

development of marketing according to Burnett (2005). There are many ways of how to 

measure attractiveness of customer and therefore determine our key customers: 

• potential of revenue, 

• potential of profit margin, 

• long-lasting supplies, 

• growing trend in customer business, 
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• probability of business extension, 

• reputation of customer, 

• financial situation of customer,  

• etc. (Burnet, 2005, p. 85) 

 

Usually the most important factor is participation of individual customer on the 

company´s revenue. Those who contribute to company revenue the most are the most 

important for further company life and development. These costumers are usually not 

final consumers, but business partners. Having strong and quality relationship with them 

is therefore pivotal.  

 
These key business customers might have various requirements on conditions of trade 

with its supplier. Kotler (2006) defines four types of business customers with 

corresponding marketing implications: 

1. Price-oriented customer for who price is everything. 

2. Solution-oriented customer who wants low price, but might modify his/her 

decision according to some arguments provided. 

3. Gold-standard customer who wants the best quality product and the best 

performance including assistance, delivery, warranty, etc. 

4. Strategic-value customer who seeks permanent sole-supplier relationship. 

 

There are different ways of how to manage the relationship between business suppliers 

and customers.  However, building trust between parties is often considered as one of 

the most important prerequisite to have a healthy long-term relationship (Kotler, 2006). 

To reach continuous development of relationship with customer can be used one or 

more of four following methods: 

• to create relationships based on personal trust (e.g. regular visits, open 

communication, sharing of mutual problems, participation of top management), 

• to create barriers for competitors (low competitive prices, quality products, collective 

long-term planning, prices based on volume, net of relationships), 

• reinforce the output barriers for customer (having customer, who is dependent on our 

technical support, lending of facilities, providing financial support) 
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• to initiate projects of collective business, which would contribute to objectives of 

particular  customer (creation of collective project teams, collaboration in researches 

and development, collective customer database). (Burnet, 2005, p. 82) 

 

From professional researches emerged, that in 68% cases we lose customers because of 

lack of interest from supplier part. Furthermore the unsatisfied customer is going to tell 

about his bad experience to next 11 people on average. (Burnet, 2005, p. 346) 

 

This lack of interest can be explained by reason provided by Cann (1998): vendors 

simply do not know how to develop and maintain a relationship with their customers. 

Therefore Cann (1998) has defined eight steps to building successful business 

relationship, which can be divided into internal and external activities of a vendor. The 

first 5 steps should be done within an organization in order to have a good base for 

success. First of all is for organization important to focus internally. The organization 

must determine marketing goals, strategy and analyze current culture of the 

company. Determine current culture of the company is not very usual and therefore is 

underestimated. One method which Cann proposes for determine the company´s culture 

is to perform a culture audit. Then the synergy between company´s strategy and 

culture will be reached and customer-service culture can be activated. At this stage, 

when strategy and culture is in harmony, it is time to implement marketing strategy – 

the first external activity of the company. The first encounter with potential customer is 

a major step toward successful deal and developing long-lasting vendor-customer 

relationship. Social bonding between the account representative and the customer will 

create customer loyalty if successful. Cann further stressed out, that: “the better the 

“personal fit” between parties, the stronger the social bonds”. (Cann, 1998, p. 400)  

 

Furthermore it has been found out that less turnover of representatives made the 

customers more satisfied with their vendor. This is because the customer is already 

familiar and comfortable with the representative, who already knows customers´ 

requirements. The final step lies in adding value to the relationship, which is not 

represented by a quality product and service but by an extraordinary effort. As an 

example of this effort is aid to the customer with implementation of a new product. This 
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involves change organization needs to be prepared for acceptance of a new product and 

help with learning how to use the product to its full potential. The author Cann also 

states, that the greater the participation during this implementation of the new product, 

the higher the added value to the relationship. Then satisfying interactions between 

buyer and seller lead to satisfaction on both sides. Repeated satisfaction with past 

outcomes will create commitment on both sides of a contract, which is the keystone of 

relationship marketing. (Cann, 1998) 

 

In order to reinforce our relationship with customer is necessary to increase 

communication with him and find out more about his opinions and requirements. Since 

each customer might be unsatisfied with different issues, it is desirable to prepare a 

standardized way of investigation. One way how to do this is use of marketing research, 

more specifically, do a questionnaire. This enables comparison among individual 

customers and helps us to see our weak parts. These weaknesses can be after solved 

with each customer on individual basis.  

 

2.3.3 Analysis of customer structure 

In analysis of customer structure is inevitable to do Paret analysis. Firstly is necessary to 

prepare the list of all customers in descending order according to their volume of sales 

and determine their portion on total volume sales (in %). By this we are able to define 

those 20% customers who generate 80% of company sales – Paret rule (Burnet, 2005, p. 

102). Therefore when doing a research we should mainly focus on those 20% of key 

customer and investigate the relationship with them.  

2.4 The Marketing Research 

2.4.1 General Marketing Research 

Research can be defined as a process of enquiry and investigation, which is systematical 

and methodical and increases knowledge (Collis and Hussey, 2003). Collis and Hussey 

(2003) classified research according to:  

• the purpose, 
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• the process, 

• the logic, 

• the outcome of the research. 

 

The purpose of the research can be exploratory, descriptive, analytical or predictive. 

Exploratory research is used when no previous studies have been conducted in this 

particular problem and we rather look for patterns and hypotheses, than confirming 

hypotheses. Typical example can be use of case studies or observation. This approach is 

very open and gathers a wide range of data (e.g. Are there any problems with staff in 

particular company?). On the other hand, descriptive research goes further in examining 

a particular problem and describes phenomena as they exist (e.g. What is the staff 

turnover in particular company?). Analytical research goes further than descriptive 

research and is trying to analyze the reason why is something happening (e.g. What is 

the reason for such a high staff turnover in particular company?). Predictive research is 

generalizing from the analysis and predicting certain phenomena on the basis of general 

relationships (e.g. Will the implementation of bonus system lead to higher motivation 

and satisfaction among employees?). (Collis and Hussey, 2003) 

 

During the research process can be obtained qualitative or quantitative data. 

Quantitative data represent numbers and frequencies and it is easy to analyze them 

statistically. On the other hand, qualitative data provides information more in depth and 

in richer description, so they are not so reliable, however they are more valid. 

(Quantitative and qualitative data, online) 

 

The logic of the research can be either deductive – theory is developed and then tested 

by empirical observation, or inductive – where theory is developed from the observation 

of empirical reality (reverse procedure). (Collis and Hussey, 2003) 

 

The outcome of the basic research is referred as fundamental or pure research. However 

applied research is designed to solve specific and existing problem. (Collis and Hussey, 

2003) 
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There are 6 stages in developing the marketing research process according to Kotler 

(2006, p.103). 

 
Picture 4 The Marketing Research Process 

 
Source: Kotler, 2006, p.130 

 

After deciding of the objective of the research, it is necessary to develop the research 

plan and assume the cost of the research plan before approving it. The information for 

research can be gathered by using secondary data, primary data or both. The primary 

data can be collected in many ways: through observation, focus groups, surveys, 

behavioral data and experiments. The research instruments for collecting primary data 

are questionnaires, qualitative measures and mechanical devices. After deciding on the 

research approach and instruments, the sampling plan must be designed, which consists 

of sampling unit (who?), sample size (how many?) and sampling procedure (how should 

the respondents be chosen?). When the sampling plan is determined, the contact method 

Define the problem and 

research objectives 

Develop the research plan 

Collect the information 

Analyze the information 

Present the findings 

Make the decision 
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should be chosen. The appropriate contact method depends on the type of survey. It 

could be mail questionnaire, telephone or personal interview or online interview, where 

use of this method is increasing nowadays. Then continues the collection of information 

and its evaluation, to which should be paid great attention. Finally the findings are 

presented to the management and the appropriate decision according to the research 

results is made. (Kotler, 2006) 

 

2.4.2 Business to Business Research 

Business to Business Research accounts for around 15-20% of research turnover, 

according to ESOMAR figures (the world organisation for enabling better research into 

markets, consumers and societies). One of the definition of Business to Business 

Research is following: “it is the investigation of any market, whether by secondary 

means, qualitative or quantitative research, where the targets or markets being examined 

are deemed to act in their capacity as commercial, business or organizational terms, as 

opposed to in and for their own personal, domestic requirements.” (Market Research 

Handbook p.251) 

 

Business-to-Business research (B2B) differs from Consumer research in some areas. 

One key area is sampling. It involves targets other than domestic/retail/members of the 

public buying or using things on their own behalf. The B2B sample consists of people 

who make decisions, buy goods and services, as a part of their own employment. 

Therefore the B2B sample is comprised of wide range of elements from the owner to 

manager or sole employee, etc. The scale and complexity of accountability for decisions 

and actions is different in small and large organization. In order to have research really 

representative, all layers of management should be included in the research. This 

applies mainly for research, which investigates mainly general issues within large 

organization. The outlook in B2B research does not differ from consumer research, 

respondent is just human being and makes rational or irrational decisions as consumer 

does. However the B2B respondents might be constrained by their corporate 

circumstances and have rules by which are governed. Sometimes respondents might 

provide spurious answers, because they know that their responses will be transmitted 
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and identified back to the seller. The anonymity prevents this obstacle. (Hamersveld and 

Bont, 2007) 

 

There are three general techniques of doing B2B research according to Hamersveld and 

Bont (2007):  

a) face-to-face, 

b) telephone, 

c) self-completion/online. 

 

Face-to-face is the most expensive and time consuming way of doing research. On the 

other hand, it allows the greatest opportunity of achieving an in-depth interview 

understanding and provides rather qualitative data. Face-to-face research requires 

interviewing skills and techniques. 

 

Telephone interview has many advantages such as fast speed of receiving answers, ease 

of calling/recalling, relative ease of contacting the desired person and administration of 

interview is controlled. However, in general, the response rate are falling, people are 

less often willing to provide information via telephone and long calls especially for 

qualitative research might be very annoying. 

 

Self-completion has always been a standard technique in B2B research. The main 

benefits of this technique are lower costs and time saving. However this technique uses 

standardised questions which are not possible to develop in some further discussion 

according to some individual needs. Also this technique does not force respondents to 

answer and they should be motivated somehow to provide the information in a short 

time period.   

2.5 Marketing Strategy 

2.5.1 Definition of Marketing Strategy 

Marketing Strategy could be defined as: “a written plan which combines product 

development, promotion, distribution, and pricing approach, identifies the firm's 
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marketing goals, and explains how they will be achieved within a stated timeframe. 

Marketing strategy determines the choice of target market segment, positioning, 

marketing mix, and allocation of resources”.2 

 

The Marketing Strategy should be developed in the context of corporate strategy. When 

setting Marketing Strategy, the attention should be paid to the needs and requirements 

of customers and to the resources and capabilities of the company. If strategy is not 

focused on costumers, it will not be successful. Also, if strategy is set without taking 

into consideration the resources, its implementation will not be possible. (Hooley et al., 

2008). On the basis of above mentioned arguments, the Marketing Strategy should be 

prepared in detail and long-run. Current company situation and market conditions, 

where operates, should be taken into consideration. The mutual influence of individual 

factors can be illustrated as follows. 

 
Picture 5 Strategic fit 

  
Source: Own according to Hooley et al. (2008, p.30) 

 

There are particular needs and conditions on a market, where company operates. It is 

therefore desirable to set such marketing strategy, which will be formulated according 

                                                 
2 Business dictionary. www.businessdictionary.com 
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to market (customer) needs and requirements. Furthermore such strategy must be 

developed in harmony with organizational resources in order to be practicable.   

 

2.5.2 The Marketing Strategy process 

There are three main levels of development of marketing strategy according to Hooley 

et al. (2008, p.34). These 3 main levels of development of marketing strategy can be 

illustrated as follows:  
 

Picture 6 The Marketing Strategy process 

 
Source: Hooley et al. (2008, p.35) 

 

The preparation of an effective marketing strategy begins with detailed assessment of 

company´s capabilities - strengths and weaknesses, relative to the opportunities and 

threats in business environment. On the basis of such analysis will be the core strategy 

determined. At the next level are customers and competitors identified and evaluated. 

By this, the company´s differential advantage or competitive edge is determined. When 

these targets and differential advantage are identified, the competitive positioning of the 

organisation can be created.  Finally, at the implementation level, the marketing strategy 

is put into practice with some level of control ensured. (Hooley et al., 2008) 

 

 

 

Establishment of a core strategy 

Creation of competitive positioning 

Implementation of the strategy 
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Establishing the core strategy  

SWOT analysis 

One of the basic and most often used analysis is so called SWOT analysis. It evaluates 

Strengths and Weaknesses (internal focus) and Opportunities and Threats (external 

focus) of a company. SWOT analysis provides quick, executive summary of the key 

issues. Strengths evaluates in what is a particular company good at relative to 

competitors, Weaknesses on the other hand assess in what is a particular company bad 

at relative to competitors. Opportunities indicate, what changes are creating new 

opportunities for a company. Finally Threats warn about emerging dangers to which 

company must avoid. (Hooley, Piercy and Nicoulaud, 2008) 

 

Creation of competitive positioning  

The Five Forces Model of industry competition 

 

The profitability of a company is determined by attractiveness of industry, where is 

presented. The competitive strategy must be therefore created from understanding of 

rules of competition, which determines the attractiveness of a particular industry. Such 

rules consist of five factors: threat of new entrants, threat of substitute products, 

bargaining power of customers, bargaining power of suppliers and competitive rivalry 

within an industry. (Porter, 1993, p. 22-23). 
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Picture 7 The Five Forces Model 

 
Source: Own according to Porter (1993, p.23) 

 

The threat of new entrants in a particular industry represent for a company new 

competition. On one side they might help to increase demand, on the other side they 

weaken the position of a company and its sales, because they can gain certain share on 

the market. The barriers to entry are for example determined by economies of scale, 

capital requirements, difficult access to distribution channels, etc. (Porter, 1979) 

 

Threat of substitute products is the next threat for a company. Substitute can be directly 

from the same industry and replace the whole product, or it could happen, that substitute 

has different orientation but still replaces the product. Substitute products that deserve 

the most attention are: a) those that are subjects to trends improving their price-

performance compare to other industry products  

        b) are produced by industries earning high profits. 

Substitutes often appear when some development increases competition in industry and 

cause price reduction or performance improvement. (Porter, 1979) 
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Suppliers can exert their bargaining power on participants in an industry by raising 

prices or decreasing quality of sold products and services. A supplier group is powerful 

for example when: there are only few providers, its product is unique or somehow 

differentiated or if there are high switching costs.  

 

Buyers can force down prices, demand higher quality or more service and play 

competitors off against each other. Buyers are powerful if they are for example 

concentrated or purchase in large volumes, the product is standard and undifferentiated 

or if its unimportant to quality of buyer´s product or service, etc. (Porter, 1979) 

 

The existing competitors use familiar tactics such as price competition, product 

differentiation or promotion in order to obtain the appropriate position on the market. 

Intensity of competition is related to numerous factors: there are lot of rivals in the 

industry, the growth and development of industry is low, the product or service lacks 

differentiation, fixed costs are high or product is perishable, etc. (Porter, 1979) 

 

Marketing audits 

Marketing audits look at all factors that affect our profits, sales and market share and 

has also impact on our brand image and reputation. The trends on a particular market 

are perceived as a long-term. We for example look for market size trends, relative price 

increases (decreases), disappearing market segments, declining market share, declining 

in consumption, rising in competition, etc. (Shaw and Merrick, 2005). 

 

2.5.3 Creation of Marketing Plan and financial evaluation 

The detailed analysis and evaluation of internal and external environment of a company 

provides information about our goals and shape the marketing strategy. In order to 

achieve these goals of our marketing strategy, the marketing plan should be developed.  

 

Marketing plan is: “a report that sets out the best method for running our marketing 

activity, assets and resources over a specific future time period”. (Shaw and Merrick, 

2005, p.406) “The most important issues of marketing plan in general are focus on 

market opportunities and threats, product brand portfolio and marketing expenditure 
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allocation”. (Shaw and Merrick, 2005, p.407). There is no unique formula of how to 

create a marketing plan. Neither size, level of detail nor one single ideal way of 

preparation of marketing plan are defined. However, the marketing planning process 

should be organized in terms of time, people involved and effort required. (Shaw and 

Merrick, 2005) 

 

One of the key issues when creating marketing plan is its financial evaluation. Shaw and 

Marrick (2005) states, that financial side of new marketing activities are very often 

underestimated by marketing department. Instead of providing information about 

revenue inflows, the marketing department rather informs the top management about 

brand awareness and attitudes. This might be the reason why marketing budget is the 

first cut if necessary.  Therefore, the financial returns from each type of new marketing 

activity must be calculated and evaluated. (Shaw and Marrick, 2005) 

 

There are various ways of modelling marketing payback according to Shaw and 

Marrick. All these numerical models have four main functional components: input 

numbers, assumptions, calculations and outputs. One of the basic but very often used 

model described by these authors is the ”what-if” model. When assessing some new 

marketing activity, this model takes all specific inputs necessary for this marketing 

activity (e.g. marketing expenditure). Assumptions are numbers that are entered when 

the model is constructed and fixed. For example, market growth forecasts are 

sometimes included as assumptions in marketing payback models. Then follow 

calculations, which are the heart of the model. It calculates outputs, which are based on 

inputs and assumptions. Finally the results are predicted by the model. (Shaw and 

Marrick, 2005) 
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The illustration of what if model is on the following picture: 

 
Picture 8 What-if Model 

 
Source: Shaw and Marrick,. 2005, p.396 

 

Next common calculation in financial evaluation of marketing activity is payback 

period. It assesses the length of time, which is required to recover the cost of an 

investment. There are two problems with payback period. Firstly, it ignores benefits, 

that occur after the payback period and secondly, it ignores the time value of money. 

However, for smaller investment with short-term payback is this calculation sufficient. 

(Investopedia, online) 

    

 Payback Period = (Cost of Project) / (Annual Cash Flows) 
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3 Analysis of current situation of company 

3.1 Porter´s five forces of industry competition 

One of the most common approaches to assess the information about company is the 

use of Porter five forces of industry competitiveness (1993), which helps to understand 

the competitive environment and identify firm´s unique competitive advantages. 

 

Bargaining power of buyers 

The bargaining power of buyers is for company IN CAR represented by final consumers 

and by wholesalers. Wholesalers have relatively high power over conditions of 

business, because they can choose from number of suppliers and from number of car 

audio brands. The only advantage for IN CAR is the fact that it is exclusive dealer for 

FLI, VIBE and EDGE products for the Czech market and therefore determines the 

conditions of dealing with these products in the Czech Republic. However, the 

bargaining power of buyers is relatively high on the market. 

 

Bargaining power of suppliers 

There are several producers of car audio products and the competition among them is 

quite strong. Some producers have relatively high bargaining power due to their strong 

brand name. They cannot be substituted easily by other brand, because some customers 

are already loyal to them. For example SONY has relatively strong brand name and 

even though some competitors are able to offer products with same quality, same 

parameters and for cheaper price, some customers would buy SONY, because they are 

loyal to this brand. Bargaining power of suppliers therefore usually depends on how 

strong is their brand name. The level of their power is moderate on the market with car 

audio products.  

 

The threat of new entrants 

There was a high level of competition on the market with car audio products for many 

years. Since the autumn 2009, when the economic crisis has begun, many companies 
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went to bankruptcy and the number of companies operating on this market has 

decreased. Because the period of crisis is still not overcome, we can now consider the 

threat of new entrants as relatively low. However, when this era will be over, the threat 

of new entrants will definitely increase. 

 

The threat of substitutes 

The threat of substitutes is relatively low, because car audio products cannot be 

substituted easily. Strong brands can be threatened by low price products which are 

imported from China (for example Sencor). However dealers can almost always shift to 

offer another brand to their customers if the demand for this brand is growing.    

 

 

The intensity of competitive rivalry 

There are around 4 main competitors in area Jihomoravský kraj, where IN CAR 

company operates. They provide the same service as IN CAR company does and sell 

similar brands such as Pioneer, Alpine and Kenwood. Furthermore they also sometimes 

buy brands FLI, VIBE and EDGE from IN CAR, which ensures to the company 

competitive advantage in this area. “The number of rivals has been lowered from 10 to 

4 in Moravia region since the economic crisis came to the Czech Republic” adds the 

director of IN CAR company. This is due to the huge drop in audio products sales 

nowadays. For example in year 2009 the drop in audio products sales was around 40% 

(GFK 2009).  

 

Next competition is internet sellers, who thanks to low operational costs are able to 

provide better prices to customers. “Unfortunately, low price is the most often reason 

why customers prefer to buy it from internet” says director of IN CAR company. 

“Customers very often come to our shop to see the product and find out some 

information about it and finally they buy it on internet from the cheapest provider” adds 

director. Therefore it can be concluded that the intensity of competitive rivalry has been 

lowered due to the economic crisis, but is still relatively high thanks to the internet 

sellers. 
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It can be concluded that an overall situation in this industry is characterized by 

relatively high rivalry among existing competitors and high bargaining power of 

customers. Suppliers are also relatively powerful, but if the situation on the consumer 

market is changing, they modify conditions to their partners accordingly. Suppliers are 

aware of the fact that rivalry among them is high and they cannot afford to lose their 

wholesaler partner. Therefore in some cases they meet partners´ requirements if 

necessary.  

 

3.2 Economic analysis 

Trend in total sales (wholesale and retail) 

The company sales have decreased significantly from year 2007. In year 2008 they 

dropped by 21% and in year 2009 by 32% comparing to previous year. The fall in year 

2008 was caused by decrease in consumer consumption and decrease in price of 

products. The total sales in the Czech Republic have decreased by 21% in volume on 

the car audio market, mainly due to the fact that car radio is already built into car by 

producer (GFK Retail and technology, February 2009). The only growing segment was 

car radio with DVD player, whose share on total turnover was so far only 4% in year 

2008 (GFK, Retail and technology, February 2009). 

 

In year 2009 the market of car radio products has decreased by 29% in volume and 37% 

in value. The market has suffered from economic crisis and also from the fact that more 

and more car producers sell cars which are already equipped by car radio. The only 

growing segments in volume were: car radio with DVD player (but the prices of 

products felt down) and car radio with memory card (GFK, Retail and technology, 

February 2010). 
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Graph 1 Sales of IN CAR company in years 2007-2009 
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Source: Own work of accounting data of IN CAR company  

Proportion of retail and wholesale on total sales 

The proportion of wholesale activities have decreased from year 2007, but still 

represented two thirds of company total sales in year 2009. Therefore the majority of 

the revenue of company still comes from wholesale activities. However the attention 

should be paid to declining trend in wholesale and reason for such fall should be 

revealed. 
 

Graph 2 Proportion of retail and wholesale of IN CAR company 
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Source: Own work of accounting data of IN CAR company  
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Proportion of profit on wholesale and retail 

The gross profit from wholesale was stable during past 3 years (maximum difference 

was 1,5%). On the other hand the gross profit obtained from retail was growing during 

past 3 years, which is a very positive factor if we consider constant pressure on prices 

on this market. One of the reason is increase in sales of products VIBE, FLI and EDGE, 

which are sold with higher margin, since IN CAR has exclusive representation in the 

Czech Republic. 

 
Graph 3 Proportion of profit on wholesale of  IN CAR company 
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Source: Own work of accounting data of IN CAR company  

 

Graph 4 Proportion of profit on retail of IN CAR company 
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3.3 SWOT analysis 

One of the key strength of company IN CAR is its long tradition and presence on a car 

audio market. It has managed to build good brand name during its existence, especially 

by providing quality and very specialized service. The supplier and customer 

relationships are good, based on long-term cooperation and mutual trust. Furthermore, 

its exclusive representation of car audio products from the United Kingdom, helps 

company IN CAR to gain competitive edge over its rivals. 

 

However, it has been found, that there is a lack of communication with company´s 

wholesalers, especially those, whose residence is out of Brno. To these wholesalers is 

goods delivered by forwarder and therefore most of the time is the communication done 

via email or telephone. The lack of personal contact might weaken the relationship with 

them. Also this year company lost one of it’s biggest wholesale partner Halfords. This 

British supermarket has left the Czech market after 3 years existence. It offered all car 

equipment, including car audio products. Company IN CAR supplied products VIBE, 

FLI and EDGE there and it represented 10% of total IN CAR sales (Accounting data of 

IN CAR company). Unfortunately Czech customers did not get used to buy car 

equipment in supermarkets and still tend to prefer specialized shops. Similarly the 

promotion of products on which IN CAR has exclusive representation is decreasing. 

This is due to the losses to which company is facing during past 2 years. Furthermore 

the economic crisis has contributed to weak performance of the company last year. 

Unfortunately the savings of a company have reduced mainly the promotional activities.  

 

One of the major opportunities how to enhance company´s performance is to increase 

its communication with wholesalers. First of all, their satisfaction with cooperation with 

IN CAR should be investigated by marketing research. Such feedback will reveal 

current needs and requirements of wholesalers and might enhance cooperation and also 

communication with them. Another significant opportunity is to build awareness of car 

audio products VIBE, FLI and EDGE through low-cost promotional activities. Also 

since some brands and companies quitted their existence on the Czech car audio market, 

some new business opportunities have appeared. 
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The significant threat for company IN CAR is continuous drop in sales of car audio 

products due to the current economic crisis. The drop in car audio products sales in year 

2009 was around 40%. This figure comes from marketing research company GFK 

Czech, with which company IN CAR cooperates and therefore has an access to up-to-

date information about situation on the car audio market in the Czech Republic. If such 

drop in sales will continue or will get even worse in the Czech Republic, then the 

existence of the company IN CAR might be threatened in the future. Furthermore, there 

is a big pressure from internet sellers on prices of products. They are able to sell 

products for cheaper prices due to the lower overheads. 
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Internal factors  

Strengths  Weaknesses 

• Tradition, strong relationship with wholesalers 

and many years of experience with electronic 

market, 

• wide portfolio of offered products, 

• exclusive representation of British products 

VIBE, FLI and EDGE which are for 

reasonable price and good quality,  

• quality service and high expertise of 

employees (existence of department for 

installation), 

• decrease in overhead costs thanks to 

installation of own solar power plant in year 

2009. 

 

• Lack of communication between company 

and its wholesalers, 

• determining of conditions from supplier 

side SONY, 

• weak propagation of products VIBE, FLI 

and EDGE and the company in general, 

• end of cooperation with the company´s 

biggest customer Halfrods,  

• company faces losses during past 2 years - 

indicators of profitability are zero or 

negative for last 2 years (financial analysis 

2007-2009), 

• employees productivity has decreased due 

to lower output of their work (financial 

analysis 2007-2009). 

External factors  

Opportunities Threats 

• Strengthening relationship with wholesalers 

according to results of marketing research, 

• building awareness of products VIBE, FLI and 

EDGE – low-cost promotional activities in 

order to keep brands in awareness of 

costumers, 

• after economic crisis which begun in 2008 has 

some companies in electronic market went to 

bankruptcy. It can be assumed that soon after 

crisis will be over some new business 

opportunities for growth will appear, therefore 

company should be sensitive to every change 

on electronic market and react quickly, 

• car audio brand Panasonic left in 2009 the 

Czech market, therefore new business 

opportunities for existing brands have 

appeared. 

• Price competition due to high numbers of e-

shops which set the prices of products on 

minimum, 

• loss of the biggest customer Halfords might 

cause big financial problems to the 

company,  

• continuous drop in sales in car audio 

segment due to the economic crisis, 

• pressure on prices from internet sellers´ 

side, who can afford lower price due to the 

lower costs, 

• high intensity of rivalry of low price 

products from China – for example brand 

Sencor, 

• high rate of debts, the company assets are in 

around 80-90% financed by external 

resources (financial analysis 2007-2009). 
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4  Research of relationship with wholesalers 

The company IN CAR has around 40 active wholesalers. However the most important 

wholesalers, whose purchases represent around 90% of total IN CAR wholesales, are 

30.  These 30 wholesalers are therefore very important for existence of IN CAR. The 12 

wholesalers are from Brno, the other 18 wholesalers are from other cities in region 

Moravia. Their opinions will be examined by the research.  

4.1 The Marketing  Research 

Objective of the research 

There are two objectives which should be reached by questionnaire. First is to update 

information about individual wholesaler. Second is to obtain his opinion about 

cooperation with IN CAR company, how satisfied is with the level of service and the 

product range. Also the level of importance of individual service is investigated and 

compared with customers satisfaction. 

 

Type of research done for the IN CAR company 

Classification of research according to Collis (2003):  

• purpose of research: explanatory (its aim is to understand phenomena by 

discovering and measuring casual relations among them (Collis and Husary, 2003), 

• process of the research: qualitative (the gathered data are used to create theoretical 

ideas and quantitative (involves analysis of numerical data as well) (Collis, 2003). 

“A combination of qualitative and quantitative approaches allows statistically 

reliable information obtained from numerical measurement to be backed up by and 

enriched by information about the research participants' explanations.” (Quantitative 

and qualitative data, online), 

• the logic of the research: inductive, the theory is developed from the observation of 

empirical reality, 

• outcome of the research: applied (this research is designed to apply its findings to 

solving a specific, existing problem). 
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Research methodology (a type of study) 

The positivistic methodology was used whereby a sample of subjects is drawn from a 

“population” and studied to make inferences about the population. This type of study is 

referred to as survey. 

 

Research method  

The data collection tool used for this research is questionnaire. Questionnaire consists of 

four main parts. The first one is aimed at updating of contact information such as 

contact person, telephone and email. Second part focuses on orders, including 

satisfaction with delivery times, system of orders and frequency of provided 

information about new products and offers. Third section asks about interest in product 

or brand extension. Final part examines the level of satisfaction and importance of 

individual services. Most of the questions are closed with pre-defined answers, however 

some open questions are used as well.  
 

Sampling 

For the purpose of this research was used sample of those IN CAR wholesalers, who 

represent the major turnover of the company. The sample was represented by 30 

wholesalers.12 are from Brno as IN CAR is and 18 are from other cities in Moravia 

region. Because of the distance with some partners, the 2 methods of data collection 

were used. Wholesalers from Brno were examined by interview with use of the same 

questionnaire as was send to other wholesalers by email. The personal interview with 

Brno partners enabled to go more deeply to some problematic with which they were not 

satisfied. 

 

Response Rates 

Due to quite strong relationships with most of the partners, the response rate was 

relatively high – 60%. The motivation to fill in to questionnaire was also increased by 

reward: for no Brno partners was provided discount 100 CZK for next order and for 

Brno partners were provided presents such as flash discs and CD-RWs.  
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Pre-test  

Pre-testing has been done on 2 wholesalers, whose purchase is quite small and therefore 

were not included in tested sample. However, they know IN CAR company very well 

and were therefore reliable to evaluate the quality of questionnaire appropriately. 

 

Collecting data process 

The questions were predominantly closed (with pre-categorised answers), but few open 

questions were used as well, usually in order to extent the response and obtain more 

particular information. Variables (the characteristic which can take on different values) 

have both, numerical and non-numerical characteristics. (Collis and Husary, 2003) 

 

Furthermore some questions were based on differential analysis, which examines the 

difference between importance and satisfaction of particular factor. Characteristics with 

the biggest difference between satisfaction and importance are those, to which should be 

paid the greatest attention and should be improved. In order to have this method the 

most effective, the individual factors should be arranged according to the level of 

importance, so the priority should not come only from the difference (Fontenot, G., 

Henk and Carson, 2005).  

4.2 Results of Marketing Research 

The most important information which was obtained by this research will be analyzed in 

this following section. First of all it is necessary to point out, that by research the 

contact information such as contact person, mobile phone and email were refilled and 

updated for each company.  

 

4.2.1 Orders 

• To identify customer´s attitude to system of orders, 

• methodology used is frequency distribution in %. 
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The first part of the questionnaire concerned the system of orders and terms of delivery. 

The customers who are settled in Brno or in close distance to Brno are visited 

personally by company´s representative who usually delivers shipments within the same 

day as order is placed. The only exception appears when goods is not on stock, but this 

is rare. These customers are satisfied with terms of delivery. However the results among 

the others, to whom shipments are normally sent by forwarder, were not so satisfactory. 

60% of these respondents answered, that they are not satisfied with terms of delivery 

due to the unsatisfactory forwarder. The problems often appeared in delivery times and 

rarely also in damaged shipments. Therefore this problem should be solved in the future 

and will be further discussed in proposals for improvements. 

 

The other question was about interest in creation of e-shop for wholesalers. 78% of 

respondents would welcome creation of e-shop (answers rather yes and certainly yes) in 

order to simplify process of ordering. Since partners already know what they are 

ordering, they do not have to see and consult some particular product (which is usual 

obstacle for end user customer who buys the product for the first time). By creation of 

e-shop would wholesaler directly see whether certain goods is currently on the IN CAR 

stock or not. 

 
Graph 5 Interest of wholesalers in creation of e-shop 

Would you welcome the possibility to order goods via e-shop?

50%

28%

22%
0%

certainly yes
rather yes
rather no
certainly no

 
Source: The Marketing Research 
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There are two types of wholesalers: car showroom wholesalers and others. According to 

type of wholesaler vary system of orders. While other wholesalers have standard system 

of ordering (order      delivery with invoice      payment of invoice) some of car show 

room wholesalers order by Lex-system (only Sony products so far). They send the order 

via fax and IN CAR delivers the ordered goods (via forwarder or by car). Use of Lex 

system provides different way of payment for ordered goods. IN CAR claims money 

not from the wholesaler, but from the supplier. The supplier once a month sends a credit 

note with bonuses (which represent margin for IN CAR). Wholesaler then pays not to 

IN CAR but to that supplier directly. 

 

The objective was to find out whether the car showroom partners are satisfied with its 

system or would like to change. Most of the car show room partners are absolutely 

satisfied, some answered that are rather satisfied and 1 particular wholesaler would like 

to change the system of ordering of Sony products from standard to Lex-system. 

Furthermore from May 2010 is possible to supply also Kenwood products by this 

system and 30% wholesalers would welcome this possibility of ordering. Therefore for 

these 30% partners will be Lex system provided, because the advantage is on both sides. 

The system is a bit different from Sony, because IN CAR claims the whole amount 

from producer Kenwood and therefore do not need to wait for bonuses, which are in 

case of Sony provided one month later. This is favorable for IN CAR Cash Flow, 

because will receive the whole amount sooner.  

 

Results: 

 consider replacement of current forwarder, 

 consider creation of e-shop in order to simplify the process, 

 provide Lex system of ordering of Sony products for one particular partner  

 (K.E.I. Group), 

 provide Lex system of ordering of Kenwood products to 3 certain partners. 
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4.2.2 Discount and product awareness 

• To identify how much are customers informed about discount offers and new 

products, 

• methodology used is frequency distribution in %. 

 

61% of respondents answered, that never or rarely receive some information from IN 

CAR company about products and special offers. Those who responded that never 

receive information about products or special offers (16%), would all welcome to be 

informed quite often by the supplier. Furthermore the majority of those who responded 

that rarely receive information about products or special offers are also not satisfied 

with the current situation and would like to be informed more often. Therefore proposal 

for improvements in communication with wholesalers should be recommended.  

 

In the following graphs are showed, how often would the customers welcome to be 

informed about new and current products and special price offers. 
 

Graph 6 Interest in being informed about new and current products 

How often would you like to receive information about new 
(also current) products?

28%

55%

17% 0% whenever i get in contact with
my supplier
quite often

rarely

never

 
Source: The Marketing Research 
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Graph 7 Interest in being informed about special price offers 

How often would you like to receive information about special 
price offers?

28%

66%

6% 0% whenever i get in contact with
my supplier
quite often

rarely

never

 
Source: The Marketing Research 

 

From above graphs can be concluded, that 83% of partners would welcome to be often 

informed about new (also current) products offer. Furthermore 94% would be happy to 

being more often informed also about special price offers.  

 

Results: 

 inform wholesalers when new product is launched or some update of current 

products is offered, 

 create some special price offer for some particular product once a month in order to 

motivate your partners to higher purchases. This can be mainly applied to those 

products, which are not sold very often (low-turned goods) or to older models. 

 

4.2.3 Type and brand of purchased products 

• what type of products and brands are preferred by individual wholesaler and 

whether the offer of product range could be extended somehow,  

• methodology used is frequency distribution in numbers. 

 

Car radio 

Sony is still the strongest brand in car radio segment of IN CAR company sales 

(financial statements). This declaration supports fact, that 15 respondents (out of 18) 
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purchase car radios from this brand. The second most popular car radio brand is Pioneer 

(6 partners). Then 2 respondents are interested also in Kenwood and 1 in Alpine and 1 

in Grundig. Since the brand Sony is very powerful in car radio segment and has a very 

large audience, it would be favorable to create special price offers of car radios of this 

brand. 

 
Graph 8 Wholesale purchasing of car radio products 
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Sony Pioneer Kenwood Alpine Grundig none 

Purchase of car radios according to brand

 
Source: The Marketing Research  
 

The next question about car radios was aimed to find out interest in the two-Din radios. 

This product has 6,5” touch screen, it plays also DVDs and is equipped by Bluetooth, 

MP3 format, flash, ipod connection and navigation. The two-Din radios would interest 

wholesalers from the following brands:  Pioneer (8 respondents), Sony (5), Kenwood 

(2) and Alpine (1). Therefore some special offer of Pioneer two-Din radios will be 

considered.  

 

Almost none of the wholesalers would welcome to extend their purchases on other 

brands and they are satisfied with IN CAR brand range. Only 1 wholesaler, which is 

however not among the most important partners, would like to purchase also JVC car 

radios. Brand Sencor might interest also only one smaller wholesaler, but others have 

explicitly refused brand Sencor. The reason is probably the poor quality of brand 

Sencor. Therefore it is recommended for IN CAR to not extend its brand offer, because 
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this would represent further costs for storage and uncertainty in selling of these brands. 

The only variant which is acceptable is to order Sencor or JVC products from the 

producer only when wholesaler would show desire in purchase of these brands.  

 

Speakers 

The most popular brands for speakers among respondents are Fli and Pioneer. Again are 

partners not very interested in extension of some other brands. Only one wholesaler 

showed interest in speakers Magnat. “There is a 40% long-term drop in sales of 

speakers” adds to these figures the director of IN CAR company. Therefore IN CAR 

company does not plan to extend a product range in this portfolio. 
 

Graph 9 Wholesale purchasing of speakers 
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Source: The Marketing Research  
 

Subwoofers 

Subwoofer is not as much sold as car radios or speakers. The volume of sold 

subwoofers is cca. half of volume of speakers (Accounting data of IN CAR company). 

However they still represent very important equipment for really quality sound in a car. 

All respondents are satisfied with the range of brands and their products except from 

only one wholesaler (Rosner), who would like to purchase also JBL products from IN 

CAR. However, JBL subwoofers are direct competition to brand FLI. As IN CAR has 

an exclusive agreement on this brand in the Czech Republic, it will not place JBL 

products to its offer. 
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Graph 10 Wholesale purchase of subwoofers 
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Source: The Marketing Research  
 

Other 

Requirements on brand extension of some wholesalers varied and therefore will be not 

discussed in depth in this thesis. However each requirement will be solved individually, 

if it will be possible, in order to fulfill wholesaler´s ideas.  

 

Furthermore it has been investigated, if wholesalers would be interested to cooperate in 

offer of installation for final consumers. Most of the wholesalers do not offer the 

possibility to install the purchased products and because some implementations are 

more complicated, the professional service is necessary. Therefore was examined if 

wholesalers from Brno would welcome to obtain commission for their recommendation 

of IN CAR company as specialist for installation and further service.   

 

The final recommendation concerns the cooperation with wholesalers on offer of 

installation for final consumer. It has been found out, that final customers are not 

informed from wholesaler´s side that IN CAR company could install the purchased 

product into his car. And because most of the wholesalers do not offer this service, it 

would be favorable to motivate wholesalers (especially from Brno) to recommend IN 

CAR company for installation. 75% of respondents, who are from Brno, answered that 

would welcome this possibility as a way to participate on providing service to final 

consumer.  
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Results: 

 create special price offer of Pioneer 2Din radios for wholesalers, 

 do not extend brand offer, rather focus on sales strategies of current brands, 

especially Fli, Vibe and Edge. This is because IN CAR is an exclusive distributor of 

these brands for the Czech Republic, 

 offer Brno´s wholesalers bonuses for their recommendation of IN CAR company as 

installation provider to final consumers. 

 

4.2.4 Competitors 

• To find out whether the wholesalers have another supplier with similar product 

offer. 

 

12 wholesalers have some other suppliers, which for IN CAR company represent 

competition. However, only 6 wholesalers admitted in their answers, who is their 

supplier. 2 partners purchase products directly from producer Škoda Auto, 2 purchase 

from Stualarm (big distributor of car audio and gsm accessories for the Czech Republic) 

and another 2 from similar suppliers as IN CAR company is. The cooperation in 

wholesale with car audio products is usually based on long-term relationship.  

 

4.2.5 Satisfaction versus Importance 

• To identify how wholesalers are satisfied with individual services and compare 

how this is important to them, 

• methodology: differential analysis. 
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Graph 11 Satisfaction versus importance 

 
  Being informed about new products 
  Being informed about special price offers 
  Wide assortment of offered products 
  Dealing with complaints 
  System of orders 
  Delivery times 

Source: The Marketing Research  
 

Half of the analyzed services were assessed as satisfactory (area Excellent). However, 

even in this area is one service which have higher level of importance than satisfaction - 

system of orders. The difference between satisfaction and importance is 0,22. Therefore 

some improvements in this service should be considered. 

 

Three services can be found in area Improve and therefore to them should be paid 

attention. First two concern awareness of a customer. Both have differences between 

level of satisfaction and level of importance 0,78. Even though this difference is not so 
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significant, it indicates that wholesalers are not very well informed about new products 

launch and special price offers.  

 

The third and the most unsatisfied result is delivery time. The respondents indicated the 

level of importance as 4,72, however they are satisfied with this service only at level 

3,06. The negative difference 1,66 is quite significant and therefore further actions will 

be taken in order to remove this weakness.  

 

4.2.6 Summary of the most important results and proposal for improvements 

Wholesalers, who are out of touch and goods is normally delivered by forwarder, 

showed high degree of dissatisfaction with current forwarder. Reasons for this were 

mainly late deliveries, but sometimes also poor-quality of delivery. Due to this 

relatively high rate of complaints will be seriously considered replacement of current 

forwarder. The proposals of other transport providers on the Czech market will be 

analyzed and the choice will be this time based not only on favorable price, but the 

emphasis will be put on quality of service provided. The detailed analysis of forwarders 

on the Czech market and recommendation for suitable partner will be done in chapter 5 

(Proposal of marketing strategy for wholesale). 

 

Few late deliveries could also happen due to unavailable goods (not on the stock). 

However this situation is exceptional and could be partially removed by perfect stock 

planning. But in today unstable business environment is very difficult to forecast sales. 

Furthermore big stock is very demanding on money and causes negative cash flow. And 

it is also necessary to point out, that IN CAR company depends on its suppliers, which 

sometimes have some items unavailable. 

 

System of orders could be improved by implementation of e-shop. This would 

simplify the process of ordering and wholesalers would directly see which products are 

available. Furthermore new products could be introduced there in visual form and 

special price offers would be communicated. Creation and maintenance of e-shop is 

costly and it is necessary to consider whether this cost will be outweighed by positive 

effects of e-shop implementation. 
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Further attention should be paid to ways of improvement in awareness of customer 

about new products and special price offers. Survey was also done in order to refill 

some information including email. Now customers can be informed via email about 

news in IN CAR offer. Special price offers should be prepared every month to motivate 

customers to higher purchases. 
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5 Proposal of marketing strategy for wholesale 

The further section concerns the proposal of marketing strategy for wholesale, which is 

based upon findings from marketing research. The most important imperfections 

(according to the biggest priority) are further analyzed and proposals for their 

elimination are provided. 

5.1 Replacement of current forwarder 

The marketing research among wholesalers has revealed partial dissatisfaction with 

deliveries of goods by current forwarder. 60% of these respondents answered, that they 

are not satisfied with delivery times and sometimes the packaging of shipment is 

damaged. Therefore will be done analysis of forwarders operating in the Czech 

Republic and their prices for transportation and quality of service will be compared. 

According to results of such analysis the further action will be recommended. 

 

5.1.1 Analysis of suitable forwarders for company IN CAR 

For the purpose of analysis of forwarders on the Czech market will be calculated prices 

of two types of parcel usually send by IN CAR company – 5kgs parcel and 10kgs 

parcel. Furthermore the level of service of individual forwarder will be compared. 

Around 80 pieces of parcels are sent each month by current forwarder. 40% of parcels 

weigh around 5kgs and the rest weigh around 10kgs.  

 

6 possible forwarders (including current forwarder) have been analyzed and their prices 

for transportation compared. 2 forwarders would not fit to IN CAR requirements, 

because they are either focusing on international transportation (long distances) or on 

large volume shipments. Therefore 3 new suitable candidates have been chosen, which 

will be compared with current forwarder. In order to not jeopardize companies´ 

reputation, their names will stay in anonymity.  
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1. Current forwarder No.1 

Service provided: 

• the parcel is delivered the next day until 5 p.m., 

• two attempts to deliver the shipment, 

• the insurance of each parcel is till 50 000 CZK 

• the dimension of each parcel is maximum 200 cm length, 60 cm height and 80 cm 

width. 

 

Standard delivery within 24 hours  

Price for 5kgs parcel:   103 CZK x  32 pcs 

Price for 10kgs parcel:  129 CZK x  48 pcs 

∑     9 488 CZK 

 

Express delivery within 12 hours 

Price for 5kgs parcel:   144 CZK x 32pcs 

Price for 10kgs parcel:  181 CZK x 48pcs 

∑     13 296 CZK 
Prices exclude VAT. 

 

2. Potential forwarder No.2  

Service provided: 

• the parcel is delivered the next day until 6 p.m., 

• two attempts to deliver the shipment, 

• the insurance of each parcel is till 50 000 CZK 

• the length of each parcel cannot exceed 200 cm and the sum of perimeter and its 

length cannot exceed 3 meters.  

 

Standard delivery within 24 hours  

Price for 5kgs parcel:   106 CZK x  32 pcs 

Price for 10kgs parcel:  131 CZK x  48 pcs 

∑     9 680 CZK 
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Express delivery the following day till 10 a.m. 

Price for 5kgs parcel:   165 CZK x 32pcs 

Price for 10kgs parcel:  200 CZK x 48pcs 

∑     14 880 CZK 
Prices exclude VAT. 

3. Potential forwarder No.3  

Service provided: 

• the parcel is delivered the next day until 4 p.m., 

• one attempt to deliver the shipment, otherwise the recipient has to pick up the 

shipment, 

• the insurance of each parcel is till 30 000 CZK, 

• the length of each parcel cannot exceed 240 cm and the sum of perimeter and its 

length cannot exceed 3 meters,  

• no express delivery. 

 

Standard delivery within 24 hours 

Price for 5kgs parcel:   131 CZK x  32 pcs 

Price for 10kgs parcel:  147 CZK x  48 pcs 

∑     11 248 CZK 

 

4. Potential forwarder No.4 

Service provided: 

• three attempts to deliver the shipment, 

• the insurance of each parcel is till 50 000 CZK 

• the length of each parcel cannot exceed 175 cm  

• three types of express delivery: within 10, 12 and 18 hours 

 

Standard delivery within 24 hours  

Price for 5kgs parcel:   113 CZK x  32 pcs 

Price for 10kgs parcel:  143 CZK x  48 pcs 

∑     10 480 CZK 
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Express delivery within 12 hours 

Price for 5kgs parcel:   173 CZK x 32pcs 

Price for 10kgs parcel:  210 CZK x 48pcs 

∑     15 616 CZK 
Prices exclude VAT. 

5.1.2 Evaluation of individual forwarders and recommendation 

Service provided by all forwarders is appropriate for requirements of IN CAR company. 

Only one forwarder No.3 does not offer express delivery, which might be in rare cases 

useful. Furthermore it is the most expensive forwarder from all. Therefore, this 

forwarder is the least preferable.  

 

According to calculation of costs of transportation, the ranking of forwarders is as 

follows: 

  1. Current forwarder No.1 

  2. Potential forwarder No.2 

  3. Potential forwarder No.4 

  4. Potential forwarder No.3 

 

Two possible solutions are recommended for this situation. Firstly, since the current 

forwarder is the cheapest provider of transportation and IN CAR cooperates with him 

for a long time, it would be appropriate to write a complaint to this forwarder, express 

the dissatisfaction with level of service and require solution. After 2 months the 

wholesalers would be asked again if forwarder has improved the level of provided 

service. If the situation would not change, then it is recommended to switch to the 

potential forwarder No.2. Or company IN CAR can change the forwarder immediately 

without notifying the current forwarder about the problems. The switching costs are not 

very high in this case, the costs for transportation would increase only by cca.  

200 CZK per month.   
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5.2 Implementation of e-shop 

Another important finding from marketing research, which was done among 

wholesalers, is the interest in use of e-shop as s system of orders. The wholesalers 

perceive this possibility as easy and quick access to all information about current stock 

of IN CAR company. Furthermore the detailed information about each product and 

easier comparison between products would facilitate the wholesalers´ buying decision. 

Next advantage is that wholesalers would be directly informed about new products, 

their design and technical parameters. On the other hand, creation and maintenance of e-

shop is costly and it is necessary to consider whether this cost will be outweighed by 

positive effects of e-shop implementation.  

 

5.2.1 Analysis of costs for e-shop implementation 

The e-shop of IN CAR company for retail, is maintained and updated manually. This is 

because company uses the enterprise resource planning system SB komplet, which is 15 

years old. Such old system is not possible to connect with new computer application 

such as e-shop and therefore the information about current inventory cannot be directly 

transmitted to the application. The maintenance of retail e-shop is therefore under 

responsibility of sales manager and is done manually.  

 

However, implementation of e-shop for B2B would require the interface of e-shop with 

enterprise resource planning system. This is because the volume of goods which would 

be ordered via e-shop is much larger. Furthermore, all the information about availability 

and level of inventory of individual product must be updated all the time to ensure, that 

wholesaler´s order will be completed successfully. Therefore the new enterprise 

resource planning system would be required in case of implementation of e-shop for 

B2B.  
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Picture 9 Architecture of connection between ERP system and e-shop 

 
Source: Adapted from www.shopcentrik.sk 

 

The calculation of e-shop creation includes also implementation of new ERP system 

SB komplet. As IN CAR is current customer of old version of SB komplet, there will be 

25% discount on price for the new software. 

 

New ERP system SB komplet (discount 25%) 25 500 CZK 

Creation of e-shop      40 000 CZK 

Annual maintenance        6 000 CZK 

∑       71 500 CZK 
Source: SB komplet (www.sb-komplet.cz). www.shoptet.cz www.shopcentrik.sk 

 

It is difficult to estimate the savings from implementation of e-shop, since all the 

impacts cannot be expressed numerically. It is primarily higher satisfaction with system 

of ordering, which will be achieved. Wholesalers will have direct access to up-to-date 

information and could comfortably order goods via company´s websites. Whether this 

service would ensure higher sales and competitive edge to IN CAR company, because 

wholesalers would start to prefer to buy only from this supplier, is problematic to 

anticipate. On the assumption that phone costs will decrease and employee will save 

some time per day thanks to stand-alone working e-shop, the calculation of savings is 

following: 

 

Phone costs per month:               500 CZK 

Saved time of employee (could be used for other activity):        3 500 CZK                 . 

∑               4 000 CZK per month 

 

ERP 

E-shop 

connection 
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Based on assumption of savings, the payback period for implementation of e-shop is 

circa 1 year and half (note: the net present value was not taken into account).  

 

5.2.2 Evaluation of e-shop implementation and recommendation 

The turnover of wholesale has decreased by 24% in year 2008 and even by 37% in year 

2009 (Financial statements).  To such significant drop in year 2009 has also contributed 

economic crisis. Generally, an overall drop in car audio products sales in year 2009 was 

around 40% (GFK 2010). As a consequence of decrease in sales, the profit went down 

as well. Therefore there are no many resources available for implementation of e-shop 

during the time of recession of car audio market. Company will probably tend to focus 

on other priorities in order to hold its position during this current uneasy situation. As a 

result, it is recommended to postpone the implementation of e-shop for time, when the 

recession will be overcome and there will be available resources for such development.  

5.3 Improvement in wholesalers´ awareness 

The next important finding from the Marketing research is that wholesalers would 

welcome to be more often informed about new products and special price offers. This is 

a great opportunity to strengthen the relationship with them since they showed interest 

in closer cooperation. 

 

The proposal for improvement is to introduce sending of newsletter each month by 

email. Thanks to marketing research have been all missing email addresses added and 

some existing addresses updated. Therefore it is now much easier to get in contact with 

all wholesalers by email at once. This way of communication is very effective and 

cheap. Especially in time of economic crisis it is necessary to look for cheaper ways of 

improving relationship with customers. Sending of newsletter each month will inform 

all partners about ongoing activities of their supplier IN CAR company. It will be either 

informing about upcoming products or some special price offers for older models will 

be announced. The graphic illustration of newsletter will appear to wholesalers much 

more attractive than just simple text. Furthermore the background of the flyer will look 
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similar each month, only information and photos will be refilled according to current 

offers.  

 

An example of graphic illustration of newsletter for august 2010 can be found in the 

appendix No. 4. This first newsletter concerns the offer of 2din radios: Pioneer AVH-

3200 DVD and SONY XAV-60. As respondents in marketing research showed interest 

in 2din radios especially from brand Pioneer, the special price offer for this radio has 

been introduced in the newsletter for august 2010. For the second product was chosen 

the new product from brand SONY XAV-60. The reason is that IN CAR company is 

one of six dealers who will offer this product on the Czech market, it is an innovative 

product and the price is very favourable thanks to support from the producer Sony. In 

summary, the august will be month of 2din radios. The aim of this special offer is to 

increase sales of this type of product on the Czech market and also extend its usage 

among final consumers. Two comparable products for reasonable price have been 

chosen to accomplish this objective.  

5.4 Other proposals for improvement 

It is not recommended to extend the product range in case of IN CAR company. There 

were only few respondents who showed interest in non-offered brands, such as JBL and 

Magnat. However, these brands represent direct competition to brands, which are 

offered by the company and therefore the extension of product range would not bring 

positive results. It would rather threaten brands VIBE, FLI and EDGE, which actually 

represent competitive advantage for the company.  

 

As a result, it would be more effective to support sales strategies of brands VIBE, FLI 

and EDGE. As an exclusive distributor for the Czech market, the IN CAR company 

should focus on brand building. The expansion of brand awareness can be primarily 

supported by tuning cars, which will represent the company on Car exhibitions around 

the Czech Republic. Past experiences with this activity have appeared as an effective 

advertisement of these brands not only among final consumers, but among wholesalers 

as well. However in time of depression, is for IN CAR company better to rather provide 
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products to some suitable participant of these tuning shows than build its own car. Even 

though the level of control of such promotion is limited, such “partner in promotion” 

will actually represent these brands and their sound for free. Furthermore IN CAR 

company could increase the awareness about products VIBE, FLI or EDGE by 

advertising in tuning magazines. These magazines are published each month and are 

aimed at potential customers. It is recommended to not promote in standard way by 

advertisement, but rather write some technical articles informing about upcoming 

products. Such professional promotion would customers provide more detailed 

information and help to build credible brands. 

 

Next important step in promotion of brands in exclusive representation is creation of 

special offers in above mentioned newsletter (see appendix No. 4). In general, it is not 

recommended to just provide discount to some products each month. The constant 

lowering of prices of individual products can actually harm the brand.  Therefore, it 

would be more convenient to support the wholesalers by providing them some sort of 

service or unusual promotional materials of these brands. For example, in case of 

greater purchases of FLI products, the stand for the products will be provided. The 

standard promotional materials such as T-shirts, pencils, labels, etc. should be provided 

by every purchase. Price discount should be offered for older models, in order to not 

remain on the stock. For new products would be rather appropriate to offer some bulk 

discounts. Each product would probably require individual sales strategy and it is upon 

the wholesale manager to constantly monitor the situation on the car audio market in 

order to create attractive proposal for wholesalers.  

 

The final recommendation concerns the cooperation with wholesalers on offer of 

installation for final consumer. It has been found out, that final customers are not 

informed from wholesaler´s side that IN CAR company could install the purchased 

product into his car. And because most of the wholesalers do not offer this service, it 

would be favorable to motivate wholesalers to recommend IN CAR company for 

installation. For example, the installation of media player costs 300 CZK for those 

customers, who purchased the product from IN CAR company and 500 CZK for those, 

who brought the media player by themselves. It is suggested, that if wholesaler would 
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now recommend IN CAR for installation, the price for final customer for installation of 

media player will be 400 CZK instead of 500 CZK. Wholesaler will receive 100 CZK 

bonus for his recommendation and IN CAR will still earn 300 CZK. This should 

motivate wholesalers to inform the final customers about IN CAR company and its 

services.  

 

In summary, the marketing research, which was done among wholesalers, has revealed 

some important information about relationship with wholesalers. Even though most of 

the results were positive, some space for improvements were identified and solutions for 

some imperfections were provided in this part of thesis. In general wholesalers perceive 

the cooperation with IN CAR company as satisfactory. However, what is fact today do 

not have to be reality in the future and therefore maintaining the relationship with 

wholesalers and even improving the level of provided service is extremely important for 

further existence of the company. Therefore receiving repeated feedback from 

wholesalers will increase company´s awareness about situation on the car audio market 

and will enable to faster react on upcoming  challenges.   
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6 Conclusion 

The company IN CAR operates on the market, which is characterized by fast pace of 

innovation in car audio products and therefore constant changes in conditions on the 

market. Furthermore the ongoing depression of economy has significant impacts on the 

car audio market, which in year 2009 dropped by almost 40%. Most of the car audio 

companies, including IN CAR company, have financial problems and some of them 

even went to the bankruptcy. More then ever before is necessary to constantly monitor 

the situation on the market and quickly adapt to new market needs and customers 

requirements in order to survive and keep the company´s position. It is just a matter of 

time when the crisis will be overcome and new businesss opportunities will appear 

thanks to less competitors.   

 

In order to sustain the IN CAR´s position on the market, the new marketing strategy for 

wholesale activities has been proposed in this diploma thesis. Basis of new strategy 

came from audit of current company situation. The SWOT analysis, Porter´s five forces 

of industry competition and economic analysis concerning development of company 

sales and profit have been performed. Then the marketing research of wholesalers has 

been conducted in order to obtain information about wholesalers´ overall satisfaction 

with level of provided services. The aim of the survey was to update contact 

information about wholesalers, find out their satisfaction with system of orders and 

detect whether they would be interested in extending the product range from other non-

offered brands. Finally the individual services have been evaluated according to their 

level of satisfaction and importance. The marketing research has brought a few various 

results about requirements of wholesalers. Most of these requirements were solved on 

individual basis with particular wholesaler and were not discussed in the thesis. 

However, in general three main weaknesses in cooperation with wholesalers have been 

revealed: the conditions and terms of delivery, system of orders and lack of information 

about upcoming products and special price offers. Wholesalers did not emphasize the 

importance to extend product range or offer some new brands from supplier´s side. The 

only exception was interest in 2Din radios offer.   
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The above mentioned main weaknesses in cooperation with wholesalers have been 

deeply analyzed and proposal for elimination of such imperfections has been offered. 

Firstly, wholesalers, who receive the ordered goods via forwarder, were not satisfied 

with punctuality and condition of delivery. Therefore the prices and services of 

forwarders on the Czech market were analyzed and compared with current forwarder. It 

has been recommended to either replace the current forwarder by one, who is slightly 

more expensive but the level of offered service is similar. Or letter of complaint will be 

sent to current forwarder and after 2 months should be controlled, whether the situation 

has improved.  

 

Secondly, the wholesalers have showed interest in changing the system of orders, more 

specifically, they would welcome the creation of e-shop for wholesale. After costs 

calculation of e-shop creation has been recommended to postpone the implementation 

of this electronic system of orders. The reason is that company does not currently have 

available financial resources and should be prioritized other arrangements in order to 

remain competitive. However, in the future will the implementation of e-shop bring 

company some further savings and increase the level of provided service to its 

wholesalers.  

 

Thirdly, the wholesalers complained, that are not very well informed about upcoming 

products and special price offers from supplier´s side. In order to improve the 

communication with wholesalers and increase their awareness about IN CAR activities, 

the creation of newsletter has been proposed. The newsletter will be sent each month via 

email to every wholesaler, informing about current events and product offers. 

Furthermore, the sales manager will monitor the reaction on offers in newsletter and 

according to this will be adapted the further activities of IN CAR company. The 

cooperation will be also increased by participation on installation service to final 

consumer.  

 

It can be concluded, that after analyzing the situation of IN CAR company and its 

relationship with wholesalers, the position of the company on the car audio wholesale 

market is relatively stable. The cooperation with wholesalers is based on a long-term 
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relationship and mutual trust. However some possibilities for further improvements 

have been identified by marketing research. The elimination of imperfections should 

help company IN CAR to reinforce the position on the car audio market and enhance 

the cooperation with wholesalers.  
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1. Covering letter for marketing research 

 
Vážení obchodní přátelé, 

 

v rámci zkvalitnění služeb pro naše stávající odběratele jsme se rozhodli požádat Vás o chvíli času na 

vyplnění dotazníku, který se týká spokojenosti s poskytovanými službami a možnosti rozšíření 

sortimentu nabízených produktů.  

 

Jsme si vědomi hodnoty Vašeho času, proto je dotazník stručný a nezabere Vám více než 10 minut. 

Za jeho vyplnění Vám navíc nabízíme slevu v hodnotě 100,- Kč na příští jakýkoliv nákup. 

 

Je nezbytné, aby dotazník vyplnila osoba, která je ve Vaší firmě zodpovědná za nákup elektroniky. 

 

Předem Vám děkujeme za Vaši pomoc při zlepšování našich služeb. 

 

S pozdravem a přáním hezkého dne 

 

Vladislav Šrámek 

Jednatel společnosti 

 

PS: K získání výše uvedené slevy vyplňte dotazník do 16.4.2010. Dotazník naleznete na následujícím 

odkazu: 
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2. Sample of questionnaire 

 
Questionnaire of satisfaction of IN CAR centrum company wholesalers 
(questions marked by star is necessary to fill in) 

Contact details 

(for updating of information and for easier communication) 
Name of the company *  
Person responsible for purchase of electronic products *  
Telephone *  
Email *  

Orders 

1. Would you welcome the possibility to order via e-shop? *  

certainly yes 

rather yes 

rather no 

certainly no 
 
2. Is the delivery of ordered goods usually on time? *  

certainly yes 

rather yes 

rather no 

certainly no 
 
3. If you answer rather no or certainly no, please write what is the main reason for late deliveries. 

the delivery period is too long 

the forwarder is unconvenient 

goods is not on stock 
 
4. By which system do you purchase from IN CAR company? *  

standard system 

Lex system 
 
5. Is this system convenient for you?*  

certainly yes 

rather yes 

rather no 

certainly no 
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6. IN CAR will offer car radios Kenwood via Lex system from May 2010. Would you be interested          
    in ordering this brand via Lex system?*  

certainly yes 

rather yes 

rather no 

certainly no 
 
7. How often you receive information about products and special offers from IN CAR company?*  

by every contact with this supplier 

relatively often 

rarely 

never 
 
8. How often would you wish to receive information about new (also current) products? *  

by every contact with this supplier 

relatively often 

rarely 

never 
 
9. How often would you wish to receive information about special price offers *  

by every contact with this supplier 

relatively often 

rarely 

never 
 
10. What type of offer would you be interested in? 
 

Type and brand of purchased products 

11. What type of car radios do you purchase from IN CAR company? * (possible to mark more  
     options) 

Alpine 

Pioneer 

Sony 

Kenwood 

none 
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12. Are you interested in 2Din radios from above mentioned brands? *  

certainly yes 

rather yes 

rather no 

certainly no 
 
 
13. If yes, from what brand?  

Alpine 

Pioneer 

Sony 

Kenwood 
 
14. What brand of car radios would you welcome to purchase from IN CAR company?  
 
15. Would you be interested in brand Sencor? *  

certainly yes 

rather yes 

rather no 

certainly no 
 
16. What type of speakers do you purchase from IN CAR company?* (possible to mark more  
     options) 

Sony 

Pioneer 

Fli 

Vibe 

Edge 

none 
 
17. What brand of speakers would you welcome to purchase from IN CAR company?  
 
18. What type of subwoofers do you purchase from IN CAR company?* (possible to mark more  
     options) 

Sony 

Pioneer 

Fli 

Vibe 

Edge 
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none 
 
19. What brand of subwoofers would you welcome to purchase from IN CAR company?  
 
20. What type of accessories do you purchase from IN CAR company? * (possible to mark more  
     options) 

connecting cables 

iso connectors 

aerials 

other 

none 
 
21. What type of accessories would you welcome to purchase from IN CAR company?  
 
22. Do you purchase some of above mentioned products also from other company? *  

yes 

no 
 
23. If yes, than from which company?  
 
24. What type of products would you be interested in and IN CAR company does not offer it?  
 
25. Would you welcome to cooperate in some more difficult installation of products? The 
recommendation of IN CAR company for installation would represent a %commission for you.  

certainly yes 

rather yes 

rather no 

certainly no 
 

Satisfaction and importance with individual services 

In the following questions please evaluate how are you satisfied with particular service from IN CAR 
company and how much is this service important for you.  
 
26. System of orders * (1 – from total dissatisfaction to 5 – total satisfaction; 1 – from not important  
      to 5 – very important)  

  1 2 3 4 5  

Satisfaction        

Importance        
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27. The range of offered products * (1 – from total dissatisfaction to 5 – total satisfaction; 1 – from  
      not important to 5 – very important)  

  1 2 3 4 5  

Satisfaction        

Importance        

 
28. Delivery terms * (1 – from total dissatisfaction to 5 – total satisfaction; 1 – from not important to   
      5 – very important)  

  1 2 3 4 5  

Satisfaction        

Importance        

 
29. The execution of complaints* (1 – from total dissatisfaction to 5 – total satisfaction; 1 – from not   
      important to 5 – very important) 

  1 2 3 4 5  

Satisfaction        

Importance        

 
30. Information about new products* (1 – from total dissatisfaction to 5 – total satisfaction; 1 – from  
      not important to 5 – very important) 

  1 2 3 4 5  

Satisfaction        

Importance        

 
31. Information about special price offers * (1 – from total dissatisfaction to 5 – total satisfaction;  
     1 – from not important to 5 – very important) 

  1 2 3 4 5  

Satisfaction        

Importance        

To send the questionnaire please press the button “submit”. 

 
Submit

 
Powered by Google Docs3. The proposal of e-shop for wholesalers 
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4. The proposal of newsletter 

 

       Newsletter srpen 2010

Pioneer AVH-3200DVD
5,8palcová širokoúhlá barevná dotyková
QVGA obrazovka,
113 možností barevného pdsvětlení,
2x RCA výstup, 2x Video vstup, 1x video
výstup, 1x vstup pro zpětnou kameru,
vstup IP-Bus

VELKOOBCHODNÍ CENA : xx.xxx,-
Doporučená MOC: xx.xxx,-

Sony XAV -60 

6,1 palcová širokoúhlá barevná
dotyková obrazovka ,
snadné připojení k přehrávači
WALKMAN®, iPod ® nebo iPhone,
4x52W,
MP3/WMA/AAC/DivX /MPEG-4,
kompatibilní DVD přehrávač , EQ7

VELKOOBCHODNÍ CENA : xx.xxx,-
Doporučená MOC: xx.xxx,-

www.autoradia.cz          info@autoradia.cz tel .: 547 215 641

IN CAR centrum , s.r.o.
Rybnická 107 
634 00 Brno 

                                   1.8.2010    volumeno.1
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